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ACROSS

1 Michelangelo’s work
6 Ram down
10 Biblical wise men
14 Fat
19 Straight as one
20 Culture medium
21 Solar disk
22 Formed into bundles
23 African lake
25 Plotting in secret
27 French summers
28 Bowling lanes
30 Needy
31 ___ Lisa
32 Thing, in law
33 A tree
34 Greek letter
36 Arabic letter
38 Parking lot layer
39 God of love
40 A support
42 Actors Lager or Jennings
44 Inhume
47 Executes by hanging
49 Light refractors
53 Showy flower
54 Tolerable
55 Recording ribbon
57 A legislator
58 Scottish-Gaelic
59 Society no-no
60 Habituate
62 Cyrano’s attribute
63 Goddess of dawn
64 Connect again
65 Vermillion
67 German metaphysician
68 Pagan deity
69 Hair ___
75 Trimmed, as shrubs
78 Bucketlike vessel
81 Simple
82 Uncanny
83 Stair part
84 Father
85 Senseless
87 East Indian cereal grass: ___ var.
88 Poems
89 Title of honor
90 Sots
92 Signified
94 Criminals
95 Tears
97 Smooth consonants
98 “Little ___ Sunshine”
99 Workout target
102 Require
104 Aves. counterpart
105 Spectacles extra
106 Deface
109 Roman circus post
111 War god
113 Indolent
115 Philippine municipality
116 Predilection
119 Comes between
121 Page or Pompeo
122 A gas

123 Poetic contraction
124 A tidal flood
125 Erects
126 Italian princely house
127 Jewels
128 Waste allowances

DOWN

1 ___ familias
2 Angry
3 Sea eagles
4 Clothes
5 Milkfish
6 Singer Swift
7 Nimble
8 Manufacture
9 Devotional tome
10 Prefix to Scotch names
11 Over
12 Italian city
13 Part of a shoe
14 Japanese sash
15 Yeast on brewing liquors
16 George ___
17 Dried cassia leaflets
18 ___ Allan Poe
24 Man of great wealth
26 To dress up
29 Pierce with a dagger
30 ___ Television award
31 Producing vinegar
32 Confiers
33 First-class
34 Burger option
35 Babylonian hero
37 One of the Barrymores
38 Fencing sword
39 Roman emperor
40 Fling
41 Desert in Asia
42 To goad
43 Vegas machine
44 Greatest amount
45 Dirk
46 More briny
47 Certain weasels
48 Taut
49 Sea duck
50 Operated
51 More acute
52 Issue forth
53 ___ Strangle: comb. form
54 Snare
55 Toward the mouth
56 ___ Wolpert in “Harry Potter”
57 ___ Nets
58 Remonstrating
59 Carnival features
71 ___ Pre-owned
72 ___ Edible rootstock
73 “Once ___ a time . . .”
76 ___ Proscribes
77 Chums
78 Ireland
79 To outstrip
80 Lance
81 A preposition
82 More delicate
83 Calm
84 Stingy hoarders
85 Blemish in cloth
86 Comedian of yore, Milton
90 Stone pillar
91 Sand hills
92 ___ pole
93 Skin disease
94 ___ Wide awake
95 Flowers of love
96 The southwest wind
97 Tax
98 Arrow poison
99 Bosc or Anjou
100 Printer’s measures
101 Compass direction: abbr.
102 Spot’s doc